
Rev. Khanyalal ji's visit to Tracy - Oct 2019 
-Manjeet Sooch and Prafull Lande 

From October 2nd, 2019 till October 6th, 2019 , the SNM Tracy, California branch got an 
opportunity to seek blessings from special guests, Rev. Khanyalal Pritamdass Debra Ji, Zonal 
In charge of Aurangabad, Maharashtra, India with his wife Rev. Chandra Khanyalal Debra Ji. 
Silicon Valley Sangat got the first opportunity to seek blessings from them on Oct 2nd evening 
at the residence of Mukesh and Ridhima Oberoi ji in San Jose. There was a lot of excitement 
among saints to attend the satsang and seek blessings from Rev. Khanyalal ji. There were lots 
of non nirankari guests as well who attended the satsang and were very keen to listen to 
discourse from this knowledgeable saint from India. Satsang program was conducted by Rev 
Vivek Madaan ji. He welcomed the guests and touched upon the topic of the month “spiritual 
bliss.” Saints shared their views on the topic with speeches and bhajans. Rev. Mohan Sabnani ji 
welcomed and thanked everyone for coming from far off places on a weekday. Rev. Chandra 
Debra ji blessed the sangat with a devotional song. Everyone was keen to hear the discourse 
from Rev. Khanayalal ji. In his discourse he started with a quote given by Babaji in Marathi - 
“Brahmachi prapti, bhramachi samapti” which means once a person realizes formless God, all 
his/her delusions vanish. It is the spiritual master that provides the light of knowledge to the 
devotee. He shared his experiences and learning from satguru. He remembered his first tour to 
USA in late 1990s. With the blessings of Baba Hardev Singhji he got to visit many places in 
USA along with Rev Gopi ji from Mumbai.  

 

Next day satsang was held at Rev. Ajit Singh Sooch JI’s residence in the city of Antioch. The 
local Saints and Sewadal whole heartedly welcomed Rev. Khanyalal Pritamdass Debra Ji and 
Rev. Chandra Khanyalal Debra Ji with flowers. Local Sewadal members volunteered in many 
ways to make this event a successful one. Members of the Satsang shared their gratitude and 
happiness in the form of speeches and bhajans throughout the Satsang. The Tracy youth and 
bal sangat also seeked the blessings in the form of a geet. Rev. Dev Raj Vijh Ji welcomed and 
thanked the special guests on behalf of the SNM Tracy branch. Rev. Chandra Ji blessed the 
attendees with a very inspiring Geet. In her get, she prayed Nirankar to bless everyone with 
Sewa, Satsang, Simran and blissful life. During Rev Khanyalal Ji’s vichar, all saints from young 
toddlers to elderly mahapursh were attentively listening to the words of wisdom. Rev Khanyalal 
Ji enlightened the Satsang on this month’s topic of Spiritual Bliss. He shared, spiritual bliss 
comes from being totally connected with yourself, your soul, your body, and being connected 



with Nirankar. Rev Khanyalal Ji proclaimed, Ek ko jano ek ko manu to achieve spiritual bliss, He 
emphasized how spiritual fitness is achieved through the three karmas sewa, simran, and 
satsang. Rev Khanyalal Ji then detailed the importance of these three pillars “Sewa is an 
essential part of our everyday routine, Simran is crucial in all aspects of our lives, and Satsang 
is like Hava as it gives us life”. He went onto explain how just as we maintain and take care of 
our health and our homes, let us also maintain our spirituality. He said, this can be protected 
through our connection with the Almighty Nirankar, guidance of our Satguru, and by 
incorporating sewa, simran, and satsang in our daily lives. Rev Khanyalal Ji concentrated on 
“Soch badley to sitaare badalenge”, that we need to change our lens to see the beauty in 
everyone. He mentioned, with the knowledge and teachings provided to us by our Satguru, 
fellow saints, and Satsang we should aim to live by words of wisdom. 

 



Saturday evening satsang was held in Rodeo at Rev. Gurmail Dhillon ji’s residence where local 
saints from the area got an opportunity to seek blessings from the visiting saint. On Sunday 
October 6th saints got an opportunity to seek blessings from Rev. Khanaylal ji in Tracy Bhavan 
satsang. They were all happy and excited to be in the company of this sewadar saint from India. 
Satsang revolved around the monthly topic of spiritual bliss. Speakers shared their thoughts on 
the topic. Behen Chandra ji seeked blessings by singing a devotional song. While addressing 
satsang Rev. Khanyalal ji expressed his pleasure meeting all the saints of Northern California. 
He emphasized that as we work for physical fitness, we need to work on spiritual fitness as well. 
And this fitness will happen only when we are doing acts of satsang, sewa and simran. Satguru 
not only guides his fellow devotees but also lives his life on the principle that he/she preaches. 
Today Satguru Mataji is showing the path for all of us not just with her guiding words but also 
with her deeds dedicated to human welfare spiritually. He also invited all saints to upcoming 
Maharashtra samagam which is going to be held in Nasik. After hearing Rev. Khanyalal Ji’s 
enlightening vichar all saints felt Nirankar’s holy presence among them. The evening concluded 
with everyone in high spirits, enjoying langar, and partaking in self-less sewa. The blissful 
presence of Rev. Khanyalal Ji and the wisdom he shared left everyone inspired and truly 
connected with the Almighty Nirankar. After satsang there were many who were keen to seek 
Guru’s gyan. With Satguru’s blessings they all were given Brahmgyaan by Rev. Khanyalal ji .  
This was a wonderful opportunity for saints living in San Francisco Bay area to learn from a 
Gursikh saint. Everyone was very thankful for it.  
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